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the results of a computation of fusion-fission asymmetry and excitation function from carbon ions on
neon isotopes are given. the ground state of ar-37, ar-38, ar-39, ar-40, ar-41 and ar-43 are obtained
from the potential barrier calculation by the method of energy equation. the excitation function of
ar-40 is also obtained. the hoyle state is found in ar-41 with a binding energy of 0.23 mev. the
binding energy of the ground state of ar-42 and the excitation function of ar-43 are computed to be
13.3 and 7.4 mev respectively. the nuclear structure of ar-43, ar-45 and ar-47 are discussed. the
decay properties of ar-45, ar-46 and ar-47 are considered in this article. the neutron decay
properties of ar-48 are discussed in this paper. the asymmetric two-body potential energies of ar-50
and ar-54 are studied. the computed energies for the ground and first excited states of ar-54 are
found to be 5.94 mev and 3.07 mev respectively. the effect of including the continuum states in the
two-body potential energy and in the single particle states of the nuclei in the continuum are
investigated. the problem of potential bias is encountered when the continuum threshold, q_c, is set
to be equal to the two-body interaction threshold, q_0. in this work, the two-body energy curves and
energies obtained from potential model calculations are used to determine the value of q_c. the
reviewers comments on the manuscript are important for the improvement of the article. the first-
hand information on the paper, comments, and suggestions of the reviewers will be helpful in
deciding the final decision on the publication of the manuscript. the article should be held for the
proceedings of reviewers conference and publication of the revised manuscripts will be considered
only after the editorial office has evaluated the comments of the reviewers.
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